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PART II.]

On Legible Language.
[CHAP. XI.
Continued from page 214.
11. Picture-writing can only express embodied forms, things so call
ed; it could not express pure mental conceptions, abstract ideas, and such
properties of bodies as are not submitted to the eye; as, wisdom, power,
benevolence, genius, length, breadth, hardness, softness, sound, taste, smell.
and so on.

12. Our next attempt, therefore, would be to remedy this deficiency; and
the common consent of mankind in ascribing peculiar internal qualities and
virtues to peculiar external forms, would enable us to lay hold of such

forms to express the virtues and qualities themselves. Thus the figure of
a circle might be made to signify a year: that of a hatchet, separation, or

division; an eye might represent watchfulness; a harrow might represent a
ploughed field; a rose-bud might stand for odor, and a bale of goods for
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13. By the same principle, compound ideas might be expressed by a
combination of characters; the figure of a man in the midst of a square,

e-Lº,564 & #449***
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which should signify an inclosure, might denote a prisoner, the union of

two pictures, one representing a mouth, and the other gold, might signify
eloquence This kind of mixed characters is called allegorical or emble
matic writing.
14. Legible language would now be much improved, but still it would

require great labor to write it. The next object would be to abridge this
labor.

Instead of drawing the whole figure of a man to express his idea,

it might be signified by the legs alone, as a simple acute angle, which is the
written character for a man in the Chinese tongue; the whole figure is sup
posed to have been, at first, employed.
15. In like manner, the hand formerly represented by a perfect drawing
of the organ, might be contracted. Ingenuity set to work, would soon find
a way to express the auxiliary parts of speech; prepositions might be ex
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sibly become converted into arbitrary characters, which, to those acquaint
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pressed by some simple mark, whose precise meaning would be known by
16. In this manner, picture-characters, or images of things, would insen
ed with the meaning of the different marks, would answer the purpose as

well, and would have an incalculable advantage in the facility of writing
17. We have now reached the utmost pitch of perfection which

*
s
-

!
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gible language of things is, perhaps, capable of attaining. It would be a very
tedious process. If a distinct character were to be employed to represent
every distinct idea, the number of distinct characters would be almost in
finite; if a few distinct or simple characters only were to be made use of to

represent such ideas as are most common, and the rest were to be express
ed by combinations of these, though the number of distinct characters
would be in some degree diminished, the memory would still have a diffi
cult task to retain them; and the combinations would, in a thousand in
stances, be embarrassing and intricate.
18. Under this pressure of evils, there can be no doubt that a contem

plative mind, in whatever part of the world placed, would soon begin to
reflect on the possibility of making characters to signify sounds or words,
rather than images or things. It would be perceived that the distinct arti
culate sounds in any or in every language are not many, and in every lan
guage are the same, or nearly so.
19. It has been stated, in a former chapter, that the alphabetic marks or

characters need not be more than from twenty to thirty, in order to express
every simple sound which the human voice is capable of uttering. By com
bining these alphabetic characters, every separate word, or intermixture of
sounds, might be given, till a written language would be formed, addressed
to the ear, instead of to the eye, symbolical of oral language, and possess
ing the whole of its accuracy and precision.
20. I have drawn asketch of what would be the case provided mankind
were, at this moment, to be deprived by a miracle of all legible language,

to P. -º/-a gº as ºr $8 &,535 & Q.5 rafco.u.A. ºsmº 46.5 Çoº &
8- ºr effi Osm + s^4 e-º-Le TºgéAsſº, b -e isos argº 8494. "
& al.; W =ejº 9 Jult fº. 4. co sure, sº A 3) tº 93 L T = AE ºf # 35
copies agº. 544 Geºrg-Lº. 95 unaff gan-u dropäis 354
*44th Qalafº L64. A Q- Gº.9 -e, as so-u (ſpºp 5-4 ºf
ulº; 6,4664 &A, a 5 sº () -º a gyao, u) is &w or 5.616; **
G5 co-w, GLT

studiº 2.É ĀflAA tº aſ at #82. G rº, Garif op 5 st

*A £& Grape ejLA ºf 4th aſafºe) isGarº.º. 46A fºr Geº P. f.
w? §a, alsº cºred tº 5 (5alsº so—u— so see L off ºf 7 & 84.5
f:3.5 -ºs.º. co-u- Gºapá Gate. A sºn, & sq54&# * r * *-*" le.
*-flu cºG cus cºcºr.º. (; Lás G-Gum as Loi ºr & Gaº's ºr Qalsº
tº L64.5.8.2,53353 & #87 tº a £aoulé scºrſº S-2-435-6. £a, sº
G.E.9 as a geºrem is opes ºf ºr Quo Aster ulti Qarah- LGAA so
Lö -ganel 4 cºcº flé & L ºf A.E & sº sway sº sº Q & c. Ajana, scº Jºsif Y
auct ºf A &º sºftuſ is -º/ö; ºf Qasiſ & arov. A.

to gº. §§lass ºucº tº , -- -ºº-º-2 & 4 ºr -ečev.5' Quirós, a
cf.; £45a is a tº Lº-º-Lº. uſ tº *(jäg.; ºn 3 are ºf
2.” A. As crop #44 = ºr 74349 sq & crewſ le. siles cºre's ºr -º/A35&
* afts arey's sº Q4 u2v sys) ev.5 QLT Gºri * r *-Q& QA; ºr Leo As
-ºšA&#4&#3 -gã Gagº &#&# e--Gut sudº Jojºs. p.:

and reduced to the state in which we may conceive the world to have ex

Less ºf -º/A&A, -a aft &Sº Saurº 4's wºucº “ſaçásáQs rêegarff

isted in its earlier ages. The art of writing would commence with pictures
or marks of things addressed to the eye, and after passing through various
stages of improvement, would finish in letters, or marks of words address.

s a sº so -øso as ºsso -a afécºè35C1 100 Gum Farqpºpær, T 19
CŞājºr.
() iſ . Quirójárá ºr 4 & 7 c.6% -sſ-ºuth «Sarā, ºf 55% QA T
of #3 -gº Cui fly-L -40 ºr ºdaars/Aross swä scº G-tº.

ed to the ear.

(Translation of the above.)

3. LGLörliai Găil; 131L133 Birč.

ujá. 215371ſt–2. L53.
-º-º-º-ruh sºari, 3 & #353 GA; T cºco Lt. Lºº.
a mu)38. Léº & fisfies a.
to s. stapº ºff tº 64; LL Groºts.º, Leo a.o. 5 Germ sº Gº
tº # £rcº G G =##45 a 4-sº so; -ºs.o.º. -º-Quu? sºulant-u
Q_rGd: # ºr uprāāa ºf cºaré.358.3 p6.5us; A = *A grâ sur Geº

Lou Lot ºf Gurzºar sº quº, scº 4.5 tº Guffo ár sº uſus, LöGe
###1-#4 afé º so?u & & mºst ºf €5-A ºf 3353 GArgos º
a -1719-evel ºf sºrá serſ Gu -ºs), “Gaº, -agjár, LA 8, §sºlº, -º
esult, 4 & 5, 4052, Fºsſé, 4 soa, &#455 GPA ºv.rssos = ºr
sºaré + Lo" e-1-7.5.

wa-. 2; sois uſ sº, sirº, º&#95 & sopa, 4 ºr flap/da – as acrº
tº a Q4-3 Aerº Le ſº a shru-u.º. ººza -6.4 ºuc at 4 lb -& & Lö
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** #4 e5ue four sé scº ºs ºrcys & Lºtt- rew sº-aē =
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sºfs Harriº 8-9s ego of u. Calafºuſ...}.5%QL map.s. -a-4:
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#3. Guff a Tucsº stor.º.º. #957&rº-Gº - 2 -ºs tº Jaurels.
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ujū Şa'ſ fly-ºcrºc.já35th.

*-*. §12-14-c Lºt-Qaſ #Adeºdºsa'9s)?a ºf GA suſ. A
505 gºu £5 co,543 era & 84.199°43&#39;i` argé arºu.
Cuſcºs ºuté -ºs.º.º sº-aš sºul ca's sº QLsºrs, so
*A durfisavić, *āā Ācos -aww.5 L = i < * -acy. As of s
304 dºejū -sye ºg á is ºse e-sk. Quº so su.º. 9 Juracaja Gays:
Lºst: Lº alſº few ºf th941-17Gs dº A Leºpºly-Lé,
w. Lt Qārg uſ megaSenth -gãºw.5 5&Qem G L Tapasº
&6p3 or £iſ 34 Geºff sofu ºr FC As š +& -9Qaw succºevoals.”
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toº. leºacº º-ée-tº-u 560s, G =&A=4</suº Qasſº,
L@#& 9,245,535 -qfe'ſ
-ºša.º.

gºvey. Gºº & sewees

of L--> -e, -ºg # 5&#35 G+Gw

ºvu.e.

sea..º.º it ºr

Guſ $4.5 acºal-fi -ºs. Fuldaº Guer. GuoGal age iſ a
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Mr. POOR’s LETTERS TO HIS LATE PUPILs. No. XIII.
Subject of the last letter continued.

Principles of English Grammar.
BY WILLIAM LEN NIE.
Of RELATIvr. Phonouns

My You NG FRIEN ps,
On looking at the twenty fifth Report of the American Education Society, I
find that in the course of the year preceding, the Society rendered pecuniary
assistance to eight hundred and ten young men in the three stages of their educa
tion; that the income of the Society for the year, was 63,113 Spanish Dollars, 58
cents; that the amount refunded in the course of the year by beneficiaries who had
completed their course of study, was 6,633 Spanish dols, and 30 cents; that the
earnings, for that year, of the beneficiaries then under the patronage of the Socie
ty, amounted to 21,739 Spanish dollars 51 cents. This sum was earned princi
pally by school keeping in vacation, and by other productive labors, in hours of
recreation, in term time. The ingenuity of those who are thrown upon their own
resources in obtaining an education, is put to a very profitable test. The course
of manual labor and industry to which they resort, to procure the requisite funds
for board and tuition, forms no unimportant part of their education. Such a course
of labor is highly favorable to physical, intellectual and moral culture. Its ten
dency is to bring into exercise the powers of the whole man; to produce a sound
in a sound body, and thus to prepare the individual for future labors and ex

º

A Relative Pronoun is a word that relates to a noun or pronun before it,
called the antecedent, as, The master who taught us, &c."
The simple relatives are who, which, and that; they are alike in hoth
numbers; thus,
JWom. Who

Poss. Whose
Obj. Whom
Who is applied to Persons ; as, The boy whof.
Which is applied to inferior animals, and things without life; as, The
dog which barks; the book which was lost.
That is often used instead of who or which; as, The boy that reads;

the book that was lost.

What is a compound relative, including both the relative and the ante
cedentf; as, This is what I wanted; that is, the thing which I wanted.
Obs E R v At 1 ons.

In asking questions who, which, and what are all called interrogatives;
as, Who said that?

What did he do? K. p. 86. JVote.

ploits.

The twenty fifth Report, to which I have alluded, contains a summary of the
doings ofthe Society for a quarter of a century,the period of its existence. From that
suininary it appears, that funds have been raised to the amount of eight lacs, and
sixty six thousand Spanish dols; that the whole number of young men aided by
the Society, is three thousand three hundred and eighty nine; that about one half
of this number had completed their studies and entered upon the duties of the sa
cred office, of whom sixty six had enlisted in the service of Foreign Missions and
have been sent to the four quarters of the globe.
The whole number of ordained ministers sent forth by the American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions from the commencement of their operations
to the period of the twenty fifth Report of the American Education Society, is one
hundred and fifteen.
We have now the requisite data before us, for meeting, in one important point
of view, the charge brought against the conductors of Foreign Missions of drain
ing the country of its ministers. On balancing this account it appears, that

The relative is always of the same number and person with its ante
cedent, but not always in the same case.

Which has properly no possessive case of its own. The objective with
of before it supplies its place. Our best writers, however, now use whose
as the possessive of which; as, “A religion whose origin is divine.” Blair.
*The relative sometimes refers to a whole clause as its antecedent; as,

The bill was rejected by the Lords, which excited no small degree of jeal
ousy and discontent; that is, which thing or circumstance, ereited, &c.
f Who is applied to inferior animals, when they are represented as
speaking and acting like rational beings.
# What and which are sometimes used as adjectives; as, “I know not

while the Board have sent abroad one hundred and fifteen ministers of the Gos

by what fatality the adversaries of the motion are impelled,” &c.— Which
things are an allegory. Which here is equal to these.
Whoever, whosoever, and whoso are compound relatives equal to He

pel, a single Society, which is unquestionably the offspring of the Foreign Mis
sionary spirit, has already presented to the churches, to the country, and to the
world a thoroughly educated corps of sixteen hundred strong, and have in a

who, or The person that.
Whatever, whatsoever, with whichever and whichsoever are some
times adjectives, and combine with nouns: and sometimes compound rela

course of training upwards of two thousand more.

But this gives but a partial view of the income arising from the outlay in the cause tives equal to that which,--These compounds, however, particularly
of benevolence. That same spirit, which gave rise to the American Education So whoso, are now generally avoided. Whatever and whoever are most
ciety, gave an impulse to the public mind, which resulted in the establishment of used.
numerous institutions of different grades with direct refer cnce to the two ſold ob |
ject of meeting the growing demands for Christian teachers in our own country,

and for furnishing Missionaries for foreign service.
In proof of this, a single fact must suffice.

Since the formation of the Ameri

can Board of Commissioners thirty five Theological Seminaries have been formed

in the several states of the American Union. In the year 1842, 32 of these Sem
inaries contained one thousand and ninety students.

•S. Qa' & sha) ºr sºn scor ºil &as 3A Grºs
Gºvāāswä3T1 (i.
G#T&so;#311th.

I have not now at hand the

13:551#G#1&Suáð—FúListºlºgi.
means of ascertaining the number of Academies and Colleges established simul
taneously with these thirty five Theological Seminaries; but we may suppose from
*lhué,
E.S. 39.5 ºus of 300m 90-s ºwe LtGA Assés
the nature of the case that they were in due proportion. But you will perhaps
Gps
ºf
535th
QLCŞāG*.sºud 9,9.5464 sºlº fºu saloº ºcé
think that the Americans are quite over-doing the matter of raising up Padres.
I could wish that they were deserving of such an honor; but this is far from being G5th ºff Qen ºvirub. sudécºup-tº-93A. a-- 7.584 iſſuit, ºr—a.*
the case. A pastor in America has aunple employment, who has the cure of one
A ºf HeleußA Cl943.5° ar" as who, which, and that. §es
thousand souls. The population of the United States, as appears from the last
sºr
ºvsis QL-aºréCŞā35uñ Q-7.5, a ud.
census, is in round numbers 17,000,000. Now if you will use your Arithmetic,
QLuff. who
Qafu'ºu. whom
a-sol -- whose
which I trust you have not wholly forgotten, you will perceive that 17,000 pastors
would be but a moderate supply for the country. But the Education Society has
Who ars, Lº waſ AsO435& Suguſt 84 = tºué8&A'.5. The
by a quarter of a century's effort, brought torward but about one-fifth of this num
ber. For the last ten years the increase of population in the United States has boy whof (reads) aſ sas,” sºul-Qa's Le Gun ºv.
been on an average, a little more than 400,000 a year. The mere increase of pop
Which aſ a Lº sweviñº ºrgaoyish e-19ſsamAs Quiros&s
ulation, therefore, requires an annual increase of four hundred ministers, i. e. more
Geogáà &A smus stre+AG-r
than one per day. Hence, notwithstanding the extraordinary efforts of the church &#35up SaGun 854 &LQur.
es, there is still a deficiency of suitably educated ministers for meeting the de sºr LA; A & un, ºr—a).
mands of the country. But if there be now a deficiency, how disastrous and a
That si sã Lº QLC tºur ºth who pºev.5, which sº sº
larming must have been the state of the country, in the absence of those extra
Lºc & L&a re tº SaGuſtaše buſº as º.º. at £48s alsº
ordinary and systematic efforts of which I have been speaking. We should then
have had an illustration of the other part of the divine maxim that “there is that
usir, as reº op G-rºw 44; sub, ºr—a.
withholdeth more than is meet and it tendeth to poverty.'
What a sº L.E. eth Lââ tº 1945 so; uſub sº & Gass Quo'ſsou:
In speaking of the American Education Society, I have particularly noticed the
up-àe lºgºff Qaſr-fºwif ºbus sº, ſuf; as #35 Gales
of refunding by the beneficiaries what they had received as a loan. On
ooking over the Reports of the Society, I perceive that the mere refunding of ly-ust 1904.5.8.5 Asir “ , ºr—a. (-a ºn a 45) st-icº Gaeirº-L
money is but a part of the returns which have been made by beneficiaries. As
an appropriate expression of obligation to their benefactors and of interest in the As a 1935A, -aša & Qun CŞQars,” Lusth.
institution which has raised them to their present standing, not a few of them have .
L|Dorºnt-.
become permanent contributors to the funds of the Society, able advocates of its
•Sealſ: G-mº who, which, what sº ºusa's dº eSe:SAAF

Y."

interests, and efficient assistants to indigent youths of fair promise by introduc

ing then to the notice and patronage of the Society.
In all this, the Society, having obeyed the command of their Lord, have rich
experience of the promise annexed: “Give, and it shall be given unto you; good
measure pressed down, shaken together and running over'shall men give into your

boson. This command and promise are no less applicable to individuals than
to .National Soeieties.

Tillipally, Wov. 21st 1843.

Your's very truly,
D. Poort.

a Qarsi.o. Qerºcoe, Lºs-Aar. -sysosé, Qars ºr a diff ºa
Qars, sº Q4 tº Asm ºf st—ev.

*lºuš,5219,0As, ev.5 stereºf ºth ºl-48&th ursº ºth ºrd
Gum &é scº Cp* Quorºsau-Qurā Ācā35th. & Sé wºug-rº
tº 56 a Gaº wºucun -92 ſ.s.

Which stº Lºs GPºpsocurité Qarās e-º-ma

gº-Tſū-E
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Gaº.aspicuºsºv.

Aaróg gas cºsts of sº sº; Cºré,

& Cº. Q4 Lø, GQL roy & Gajš.psolo Geffé.5, a so-soud Ga

g-wºodës 4 ºf Lt Jo; #33 oz. ge.º.º. ºO-1769.5 ºun
As -aguiº, a gravi ºf Lifs & whose sº uses which sº a 3 e alsº a Gajasolourse, SuGur&#8ofeº. Gºa
eaa or ºr GasOuds; a Blair Qarsaw Gof. Which arº uses
E. LAA arºs º Lás A.E. C. HA’srºot-sountº, As sº sº *th

*é strewaligarth. ašGAQars; al-Asſ' ºr a 9 ºuth-, *"
•ºf Liriº eyeath ºres ºf these), wäa.s. 5): Gur #15 (sſ
*) arº-oth (a 3GA2arsº.oth) Qars ºrA&aa i ! is Qar-s-s
a-l-ºvá, Qaſs.sº GoGur, e-lºad a # of 7 & 8,906 un ?--1920 &
G**Jojãs.s? -ºs, so-u sup-a,004 saf Sºund swords sw? -eſ

******ś.5 gfiscaal ºblongfie;6; if a sº, Qe devºu,

Lé sº, 9.5°, tº LA 15 mre.º. tº L4 = ***uth urifº

epäästä.S* f is dº or a $40 &a Ger.: 3 strº G st-L.5 s figuſt
assuſ’ strar & L' ſº fººd a serás & La Soad ºf QA; flu;945& Cº.gy
th990s.o. Oeira.gº tesgäuoreoc & Gurev gºalf sºcjagić

* ºrbus,sº S.A., & aurº solo QPQſ are Gudava -gãº GPº

*6th ºur or réa.º. ºfarger e-tropa-u up.ºO of yº wie,

olor ºurs # ºr 994 A.A. fur de Sauererth So Hèserſ &
a & arºult-E. J.A. Qe7e5* sava rääuäspawith icºs
seaseducasir-régist. Aés, ºr-a-º. (asra.f)-aša'é

** *-i-rºl ºf Leja, Gay & 4 & 3.3, a risis. Fire'ſsàurgjº an
#Asalºº & Gasoa º ºsºruot tº acºré93 Gael–75 Q = 7&ay
Gaº Ques uſ f. §a fle-A83, a #4 alsº unºv,; tış Çaf Qe
~4-#4 Taoswºopa, sº fºur #3 &. gavi sãºvosis.a stä

sn'ſ auth a sºrt—ré8,50/D* 2 Quit Gjørreå.
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To the Editor of the Morning Star.
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SIR,

Will you please to insert the following query in the Mor
ning Star, and require an answer from any of your readers.
The intersection of one line with another is a point. It is
evident then that a line is composed of points. But if a
point have no magnitude at all, how can the addition ofpoints

Q = 7 ºr aſ if is Gars...w is Louis GAD &.
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produce a line which has length?

This is of a mysterious

nature to my understanding, and seems to be a violation
of the self-evident truth, the sum of a number of cyphers is
R. Niles.
Yours, &c.
cypher.
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it, and to show reason for so doing,
Walligammo, 9th Jan. 1843.
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Yours Obdt. Servi.
A SURVEYoR.

In a compound is a four sided square house, a side of
which is 30 yards and near to it a rectangular garden. The
number of square yards in the area of the garden is a mean

Gov
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I pray you to insert the following question on surveying
in your valuable paper and request any Surveyors to solve
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number of square yards contained in the aforesaid square

| increased by the number contained in the house. Required
the area and sides of the garden.
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contained in the garden and house together. Also the num
ber of square yards in the square described on the diameter
of this garden is a mean proportional between 10, and the

(Call for Christian instruction from Poonaryn.)
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VIEW OF THE HEAVENS.–No. 9.

(The last for the year and most worthy of notice.)
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Dec. 1st, 15 minutes before 7 o'clock, P. M. Beginning at the South

western horizon and proceeding eastward, we may observe the six constel
lations, Sagittarius, Capricornus, Aquarius, Pisces, Aries, and Taurus.
At this time Venus may be seen in her direct course in Scorpio, near the
western horizon.

Saturn, in his direct course in Sagittarius.

Mars and Jupiter, in Capricornus, very nearly in conjunction:-Mars
being one and a half degree, south of Jupiter, both moving in their direct
course, eastward, but Mars is outstripping Jupiter in the race.

GAA alſº sºlº.

ECLiPSES.

1. A partial Eclipse of the Moon, visible throughout India on the 7th of
(From the Aurora No. 18.)

1331; act and sº.--TEN CoMMANDMENTs versified.

December, commencing at 8 o’clock A. M.
2. A total Eclipse of the Sun, on Thursday the 21st commencing at 25

(Continued from page 225.)

little north of Pt. Pedro. For particulars of these two eclipses, see the Ta
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minutes after S o'clock A. M.–The line of central eclipse will pass a very
unil Calendar for the current year.
The Moon will be in conjunction with
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On the same evening Venus and Saturn will be in conjunction,-Venus
being a little more than one degree South.
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shall have the rare and beautiful sight, of the five planets as evening stars,

—all moving in their direct course in the following order,-beginning near
u).

the western horizon, viz: Mercury, Saturn. Venus, Jupiter, and Mars.
“The heavens declare the glory of God, and the firmament showeth his

handy work. Day unto day uttereth speech and night unto night showeth
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On the evening of the 31st, Mereury may be seen near the western ho
rizon, as soon as twilight is gone. —On the evening of new year's day we
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knowledge.” It is to be hoped that none for whom these Views have been
prepared, are to be found in the number of those against whom, the weighty
charge is brought, that, though “they rise up early in the morning, and con
tinue until night—they regard not the work of the Lord, neither consider
the operation of his hands.”
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blishment of the Council in that island, there has been, on the one hand,

CEY LON.

more attention to economy; on the other, an increasing effort to acceler

Under this head the Friend of India of the 2d November, has an inter ate public improvement by the construction of roads, by digging canals, and
esting article, filling three and a half columns, which we would gladly trans by giving all legitimate encouragement to the spirit of enterprize.
for to our pages but for its length. It would seem from this article as also
“The sudden start of improvement which this colony seems to have taken
from one lately published by the Madras Spectator, that our Indian neigh has no parallel, we believe, in any Indian settlement. The old lethargy
bors are directing their attention to the affairs of Ceylon with more than which characterized its residents, appears to have been at once exchanged
for habits of energy and enterprize, which have done more to develope its
common interest. It was not till lately that the interests of Ceylon Were resources in four years than had been done in the previous forty. The
much thought of or its important advantages to British capitalists much re increase of colonists, and the influx of European capital, both from Eng
garded by European residents in India. The visits of the Calcutta steamers land and India, appears from all accounts to have been steadily progress
to Galle, with a few weeks’ residence at Neuralia of several distinguished ing for some time.
guests from the palatine city, seem to have had no little influence in extend
“But there are other subjects of interest, more particularly to the
ing the knowledge of its resources and awakening the attention of moneyed service here, connected with the administration of Ceylon, which ought
men in that quarter. The delightsomeness of the air and scenery of Nuer

alia form no small share of the attractiveness of our lovely island to the re
sidents of the plains and marshes of India. “It is difficult,” says the Friend
of India, “to fancy anything, not merely more free from inconvenience

but more positively delightful, than the journey from Calcutta to the Sana
tarium in Ceylon.” One has only to “embark on a steamer at Calcutta,
with a hundred of his fellow countrymen, and women, and enjoy a delight

ful sea voyage to Galle, where he meets with a comfortable inn and a
stage coach which drives him at once to the new paradise.” The visitors

not to be overlooked. This island is essentially part and parcel of
Hindustan, and is separated from the main land only by a narrow
strait. Its population consists of natives in the same stage of civilization,
possessed of the same domestic habits, and governed by the same feelings,

as those who reside on the continent. Notwithstanding the difference of
religion, there is not more difference between the ryot of Ceylon and the
ryot of Madras, than between the latter and the ryot of Bengal.
It is a
dependency of the crown, and there the ministers of the crown have been
for some time past carrying forward unostentatiously, the experiment of
governing an Indian possession, upon principles entirely distinct from those
adopted in the countries entrusted to the Company.

The two systems are

from Nueralia who returned by the Hindustan, “are extravagant, if that diametrically different both as it regards legislative and administrative ar
be possible, in their praise of that residence.” The agricultural improve rangements, or the construction and the allowances of the public service.
ment of the island has taken India by surprise. “These circumstances have The fundamental principle of the civil service in that island is not the
created a new interest in the prospects of the island among the community retention of patronage as a remuneration for the labour of governing it.
There, in a country which little exceeds one of our largest zillahs in pop
at this Presidency, (Calcutta) and there is every hope of its being foster ulation and revenue, and for which the Company would consider five or
ed and increased.”

six civilians an ample allowance, the civil service embraces thirty-seven

The successful introduction of Legislative administration in the go
vernment, and the fixed tenure of land, are supposed to be the main

causes of the rapidly increasing wealth and prosperity of the island, and are
advantageously contrasted with the different state of things in the Company's
possessions.
“We cannot doubt” says the Madras spectator, “that the know
ledge of the existence of this useful system of legislative government has
had its degree of effect in inducing the embarkation of so many capitalists
in agricultural pursuits in Ceylon, as has been the case of late years, while,
to look homewards, our own vast tract of territory has in comparison been
almost entirely neglected. The aversion to such adventures in India, and
the willing preference given to Ceylon, arises, we know, chiefly, from the

differing
tenures of land. In this country all that can be obtained from the
government is a lease of waste lands of 21 years' duration. in Ceylon,

individuals, with a host of functionaries not included in that list. That ser

vice is not formed into a distinct class, which it is deemed necessary to
qualify by a specific system of education for public employment. All the
civil, criminal, and fiscal business of Ceylon is conducted by men trained

at no college similar to that of Hayleybury. Nor is there a greater differ
ence between the training of Judges and Collectors for Ceylon, and that of
Judges and Collectors for Bengal than exists also in the matter of their al

lowances. The whole body of civilians, thirty-seven in number, the secre
taries, the Government Agents, the Judges, the Magistrates, the Fiscal of.
ficers, receive no more than £27,000 sterling a year; a sum less than that
enjoyed by two of our Secretaries, two members of the Board of Customs,
and two of the Board of Revenue.

Then, the crown has also contrived to

obtain the services of a Chief Justice, equal in legal attainments to any of
those who have adorned the Bench in Calcutta, and for less than one third

on

of their pay.

The salary of Sir ANTHo NY OL1 PHANT is less only by

the contrary, land may be purchased outright and held in fee simple as the
absolute
property
which, and
withhand
all the
improvements he
effects upon
it, he of
canthe
be purchaser,
sure of enjoying,
down to his children

£500 than the mere retiring pension of Sir Edward RYAN.
“It is scarcely to be supposed, that the administration of India will be

after him. But still there is a further inducement to the preference of Cey

ter. There is every reason to believe, that whatever party may be in pow

lon in the knowledge, that the Council offers a sure means of keeping at

er at the time, the ministry will endeavour to dispense altogether with the
Court of Directors as an instrument of government, and place India in the
same direct subordination to the crown, as its other colonial possessions.

tention fixed on the construction of roads and those other facilities to traf

fic which are so indispensable to the prosperity of the agrigulturest whose
produce is only to find its market on the sea coast.” We again quote from

maintained upon its present footing after the expiration of the present char

The design so palpably manifested by the present ministry of reducing

the Friend of Índia. “The Legislative Council of Ceylon does not consist
like that of India of four or five members, but of seventeen. Of these ten
are members of government, while only seven are appointed from among

the Court of Directors to a cypher, and of concentrating all real power at
the Board of Control, seems to prefigure the turn which circumstances are
likely to take, when the construction of the future government of India,

the colonists. This preponderance of official influence in the Council, of

comes under discussion in 1853. Should the administration of that day be
prepared to take the government into its own hands, there is every reason
to suppose that the system will be modified in some respects after the mo

course enables the government to carry any measures it may propose; but

in such a colony as Ceylon, or in such a country as India this construction
of
the Legislative Council seems to be the dictate of prudence.” “The ob
ject of such a Legislative institution when first bestowed on an eastern pos
session should be to dissolve the mystery in which the administration is
shrouded, to create public confidence by unfolding to public view the springs

del of that which has been introduced at Ceylon; that the selections for the
civil service will be made upon a broader basis, and from a larger circle;

that the exclusive education of Hayleybury will be at once repudiated, and
the establishments which furnish our members of parliament and statesmen,

of action, and gradually to prepare the community for taking a larger share

our barristers and judges, our clergy and bishops, will be deemed sufficient

in the Government.”

“This is an amazing advance upon the theory and

for the education of the civilians; that the number of covenanted servants

practice of a simple—we do not mean unjust—despotism. And in Ceylon

will be augmented and their allowances reduced, and that the whole Indian
service, instead of continuing to represent the peculiar and anomalous cir
cumstances in which the Empire of the East arose, wººl be recast in the

it has been found to work well. Though frotii its numerical majority gov

ernment is omnipotent in the Council, yet it is obliged,to explain the reasons
of the measures it adopts; their utility as well as their details are openly

canvassed, and public opinion is brought to bear on them. Since the esta

tmould of that modern colonial system, which Lugland has been gradually
maturing in her foreign possessions
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SUWIMIARY OF NEWS.
The spire of the Fort Church, Jaffna, was struck by lightning on the
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evening of the 13th instant, which shattered the top and did considera- |
ble injury to other parts of the building.
On the 21st instant an in

quest was held by the District Judge of Jaffna on the bodies of two fe
inales, mother and daughter, which were found in a tank at Wannar
ponne.
It is supposed they drowned themselves in consequence of
family difficulties. ––By a letter from Madura of November 11, it is
stated that the cholera still continues in the fort; 15 to 20 deaths per
day; chiefly fatal amongst children. The people are loud in their out

-º-,
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cries to Kali (the supposed patroness of the cholera) but those most engag- |
ed in propitiating her anger are often the first to be taken off
"The
Friend of India of the 19th ult. states that a daring robbery was commit
ted in Calcutta in the shop of a native jeweller, and property to the amount
of 2000 rupees taken.—The report of the assassination of Rajah Hee

ra Singh, as mentioned in our last, was without foundation.
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The affairs
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of the Lahore Government coutinue in a state of great confusion.
Calcutta papers state that the Governor General is about to proceed a
gain to the north west Provinces—Capt. Somerset, his military secretary

tº #119 gºeira*. -ass Gate 193, -ašA 3 assº ê #e3365

having already taken his departure. The revolution in Gwalior, and the dis

# **asºlu º AºS. Aſ sué struclu-l-m-º, grºup duº

tracted state of the Punjab are supposed to be the immediate causes of this
procedure.—Mr. George Clerk, late Lieut. Governor of the north-west
Provinces, is dangerously ill from a concussion of the brain caused by a fall
from his horse.
Mr. Thomason is gazetted as Mr. Clerk's successor in
the Government of the N. W. Provinces.
Intelligence has been receiv
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ed from China to the 29th Aug. via Bombay. The Formosan authorities had
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confessed their guilt in regard to the murdered crews of the Jinn and the

103,101,–Cholera 1N MADURA.

JWerbudda, and had been delivered over to the Board of Punishments. The

opium trade continued to flourish under foreign flags. A Board of health
had been appointed to investigate the causes of the great unhealthiness of
Hong kong.
A violent storm has lately been experienced at Vizaga
patam, which is stated to have put nearly the whole town under water. It

. . *** *** **sjid-Loirs, GA = }•Auſco-1, lesſ, a LG9.

happened fortunately that there were no ships in port. Of the Dhonies
there some were lost.——The theater-going folks of Calcutta received
quite a shock during a late performance, by the dress of one of the lady ac
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tors taking fire. She was severely though not dangerously burnt —An im
mense flock of locusts passed from the north west over Delhi on the after
noon on the 27th ult——By a letter from Constantinople of Aug. 17th, pub

On the 1st of January, 1844.

lished in the London Chronicle, it is stated that the mountain Nestorians, a

bout whom so much interest has latterly been excited in England and A.
merica, had been attacked by the combined forces of the Pacha of Mosuſ and some powerful Kurdish chiefs and almost annihilated—their vil

Will be published, in Singhalese and English.
(Price two-Peuce,)
|

No. 1, of

lages and churches being burnt —crops destroyed—and inhabitants of both
sexes put to the sword. This massacre is said to have been instigated by
Roman Catholics and other emissaries, jealous of the progress among these
simple hearted mountaineers of Bible instruction through the efforts of A
merican missionaries

Tin E COMMENTATOR,
A nagazine, to be issued inonthly, and to be devoted to the dissemination of
religious and other useful knowledge

The Commentator will comprise within its pages, a plain and practical Exposi
tion of the New Testament Hints to Native Preachers, Sketches of Sermons, Short

Correction.—It was ignorantly stated in our last number that the Mal
lagam Court had been suspended while Mr. Bu R L E 1GH was acting for Mr.
that Court was regularly transacted at Jaffna. We did not know before
that Courts were removable; but supposed in cases like the one alluded to,

Dissertations on the fundamental doctrines of Christianity, Extracts troin Budd:
histical works, and Comments thereon, Observations on past or passing events,
and a variety of other subjects.
It is hoped that Christian Missionaries and others who feel desirous to promote
the spread of Truth, will contribute to its pages, and endeavour to extend its cir

that the business was transferred to another Court.

culation.

PR1c E at Jaffna.

We are now given to understand that the business of

To Correspondents.—A correspondent inquires the meaning of the
word “Selah,” as used in the Scriptures. It is a musical term, supposed
by some to mean the same as da capo, repeat; by others to signify a rest

or pause. It is not properly a part of the text, and no regard need be paid
to it in reading the scriptures.
Mr. “No matter who,” of Batticaloe, is informed that for want of room
united with a doubt as to the benefit to our readers of publishing his coin
munication, we have, on further consideration decided not to publish it.
If, as he professes, he is desirous of ascertaining the truth of Christianity,
he cannot do better than to study the character of its ſounder Jesus Christ,
as contained in the Gospels of the New Testament. He who carefully pe
ruses them will be convinced, if his mind is properly prepared to receive ev

it is intended to present most of the articles in both the Singhalese and Eng:
lish Languages, though occasionally it inay be thought unnecessary to usert a
communication in imore than one of them.

The Commentary will be written in a plain and concise style; and published
without the text of Scripture; so that it may be used with either of the Singhalest
versions now in use, or with the English version.

The work will be illustrated with occasional wood engravings.

Communications to be addressed to the Editor, Baptist Mission
House, Kandy; by whom subscribers’ names will be received; also by
the RE v. E. DANIEL, Colombo, and any of the native preachers.

of Latºn.—conte NTS.

idence; if he reads with prejudice, he would not be persuaded though one
rose from the dead.”—If he do not know which to choose from the num

ber of Christian sects, let him follow the instruction of the Bible without
regard to sect.

The communicator of two enigmas is informed that they cannot be pub
lished unless we are first supplied with solutions.
Two articles from Roman Catholics at Colombo are under consideration.

Ligao &# *@e air.
A serious occurrence.
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